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Abstract
Many safety-related systems are evolving into cyber-physical systems (CPSs), integrating infor-

mation technologies in their control architectures andmodifying the interactions among automa-

tion and human operators. Particularly, a promising potential exists for enhanced efficiency and

safety in applications such as autonomous transportation systems, control systems in critical

infrastructures, smart manufacturing and process plants, robotics, and smart medical devices,

among others. However, the modern features of CPSs are ambiguous for system designers and

risk analysts, especially considering the role of humans and the interactions between safety and

security. The sources of safety risks are not restricted to accidental failures and errors anymore.

Indeed, cybersecurity attacks can now cascade into safety risks leading to physical harm to the

system and its environment. These new challenges demand system engineers and risk analysts to

understand the security vulnerabilities existing inCPS features and their dependencieswith phys-

ical processes. Therefore, this paper (a) examines the key features of CPSs and their relation with

other system types; (b) defines the dependencies between levels of automation and human roles

in CPSs from a systems engineering perspective; and (c) applies systems thinking to describe a

multi-layered diagrammatic representation of CPSs for combined safety and security risk analy-

sis, demonstrating an application in themaritime sector to analyze an autonomous surface vehicle.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The innovation in cyber-physical systems (CPSs) opens a rising field

ofmulti-disciplinary cooperation, linking computer science and control

theorywith several engineering areas, natural sciences, andmedicine.1

Increasingly, CPSs are improving performance, productivity, and

energy efficiency in the control of physical processes. Researchers

and practitioners are designing and prototyping autonomous vehi-

cles (AVs) with higher levels of automation and connectivity.2 Simi-

larly, the healthcare sector is developing novel medical applications to

better support and treat patients, including autonomous implantable

devices and system architectures for monitoring patients in hospitals
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or at home.3 Other relevant CPS applications include industrial con-

trol systems (ICSs) in manufacturing and process plants, robotics, con-

trol systems in critical infrastructures providing essential services to

communities4 (eg, smart grids, water and wastewater systems), and

autonomousmilitary defensemissiles, among others.

Considering the promising developments and the critical appli-

cations of CPSs, government agencies and industrial partnerships

regard the research efforts in CPSs as a priority.5 Consequently, pub-

lications in the field of CPSs have experienced a positive exponen-

tial rate in annual publications since Hellen Gill coined the term

in 2006 at the National Science Foundation (NSF) of the United

States.6,7
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However, some researchers acknowledge the challenge to provide

an exact conceptualization of CPSs due to the broadness of the term.8

As a result, the current conceptualizations and representations of

CPSs do not properly frame its key features, that is, the essential com-

ponents and the interactions present in this class of systems.

Furthermore, the relations between levels of automation and

human supervision are ambiguous in CPSs. For instance, the NSF

defines CPSs as “engineered systems that are built from, and

depend upon, the seamless integration of computation and physical

components.”9 In similar terms, Rajkumar et al.1 characterized CPSs

as “physical and engineered systems whose operations are monitored,

controlled, coordinated, and integrated by a computing and commu-

nication core.” In general, these and other definitions stress the inte-

gration of computers to control physical components. According to

Alur,5 this cyber-physical integration arises fromsensors andactuators

reacting to the physical world. Yet, these definitions tend to assume

that CPSs are autonomous systems controlling a set of technical com-

ponents. In doing so, there is a risk of overlooking or failing to distin-

guish thevital andevolving rolesof humans in the control architectures

of CPSs, which are necessary features to assess the safety and security

of the system without fuzzy interpretations. Therefore, we stress the

need to conceive CPSs as a particular type of socio-technical systems

characterized by some new and enhanced key features.10–12

Increasingly, CPSs are exposed to security attacks, including inten-

tional cyber threats that can go beyond the information domain and

“cascade” into physical hazards in the energy domain. The Stuxnet

attack in 2010 to a nuclear facility clearly evidenced this case in

reality,13 while recently perpetrated cyber-attacks mentioned in this

paper show the increasing need for cybersecurity in safety-critical

CPSs.

The sources of safety risks are not restricted to component fail-

ures and accidents anymore. In CPSs, safety is an emergent property

that does not necessarily improve solely by enhancing the reliability of

individual components or software.14 As a result, risk analysts work-

ing on multiple CPS applications require an understanding of the com-

plex interactions and security vulnerabilities existing in general CPS

features and their potential to influence safety. Although severalmeth-

ods in the literature have attempted a safety and security analysis

integration,15–18 researchers have paid little attention to providing a

comprehensive system representation of CPSs for designers and risk

analysts to visualize the relevant features of the system.

As Clements accurately affirmed: "we never analyze a system—we

analyze only a conceptual model of the system.”19 For example, prac-

titioners widely rely on piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IDs)

among the system representations to conduct hazard identification

in the process industry.19 Similarly, system and software engineers

usually rely on models such as functional block diagrams and Unified

Modeling Language (UML) diagrams to represent the software archi-

tecture of computer systems and conduct threat analysis.20 Because

these and other representations are not tailored to include the com-

plex interactions inCPSs and their related risks, the field of safety anal-

ysis requires a new systems engineering framework that includes the

complex dependencies and the security challenges of CPSs.21,22

This paper addresses the following three research questions.

(1) Which are the key features of CPSs and their relation with other

system types?

(2) What levels of automation and human control interactions chal-

lenge the design of CPSs?

(3) How can system designers and risk analysts describe the features

of CPSs in a comprehensive representation for safety and security

analysis?

For each question, we discuss the implications for safety and secu-

rity risk analysis using recent historical incidents and describing the

technologies and system architectures of several CPS applications.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the key fea-

tures that define CPSs as a class of systems, providing an explicit

conceptualization of CPSs with key and accessory features and their

compatibility with safety and security issues in recent incidents. Sec-

tion 3 analyzes the levels of automation and the roles of humans in

CPSs, highlighting their important repercussions for safety and secu-

rity risk analysis. Section 4 integrates these previous considerations

and applies systems thinking to describe amulti-layered diagrammatic

representation of CPSs for safety and security risk analysis. Section 5

demonstrates the suitability of this representation in a case in themar-

itime sector, specifically as a framework to analyze a real autonomous

surface vehicle (ASV). Finally, Section 6 concludes and opens the field

for future research in safety and security risk analysis of CPSs.

2 THE EMERGENCE OF CPS: TWO

PERSPECTIVES FOR DERIVATION OF KEY

FEATURES

Awidespreaddefinitionof aCPS is the “integrationof computation and

physical processes.”23 Nevertheless, the broadness of this and other

definitions may obscure the identification of the key features of CPSs,

that is, the common characteristics that proof the utility for grouping

this wide set of systems into a common class.

When examining CPS applications, one could question the bene-

fits of conceptualizing such a wide set of applications (eg, autonomous

vehicles, smart grids, robotics, cutting-edge ICSs, smart medical

devices, and military defense systems) in a common class as CPSs.

Indeed, this conceptualization would be useful only if it provided prac-

tical insights and facilitated the solution of common issues in these

applications.

For example, the class of system “car” is useful to provide safety

standards and design guidance to differentmanufacturers, even if they

usedifferent technologies andprovide accessory features beyond road

driving. Furthermore, despite cars being considerably different when

compared to other vehicles (eg, motorcycles, trucks, bicycles), one can

group all these systems as “road vehicles” to generate common infras-

tructure and traffic regulations.

Considering the CPS class, Lee23,24 identified a series of founda-

tional challenges in the abstractions used in computation. He stressed
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the need of computer systems to fit the timing requirements of CPSs,

that is, concurrent and real-time calculations in networked systems

interacting with the physical world.

Focusing on the principles of design, modeling, and verification of

the computational components and their integration, Alur5 proposed

a set of key features of CPSs. Particularly, he mentions reactive com-

putations, concurrency, feedback control, real-time computation, and

safety-critical applications. Whereas this set of features is a useful

starting point to categorizeCPSs,we argue the need to include the role

of humans25 in CPS design architectures as a key feature of CPSs with

safety and security implications.Moreover,we complementAlur’s con-

ceptualization with an analysis of other rising systems and paradigms

associated—but not identical—to CPSs.

Acknowledging the broadness and fuzziness of the CPS field,

Gunes et al.26 presented a comprehensive survey comparing CPSs to

related research fields and concepts such as the Internet of Things

(IoT),Machine-to-Machine (M2M)communications, andmechatronics,

among others. However, they did not identify explicitly the key fea-

tures of CPSs for the context of their safety and security challenges,

that is, for the protection of CPSs goals against both unintentional

and deliberate sources of risk potentially impacting the system or its

environment.27,28

In this section, we examine the features of CPSs comparing twoper-

spectives of antecedents, applications, and trends for future develop-

ments. The first perspective is awell-known approach in the literature,

starting the evolution of CPSs from embedded systems (ESs).5,7,8,29

Still, we introduce how this perspective is also associated with the

related field of the IoT, blurring the distinctions between CPSs and

the IoT. The second perspective opens a wider landscape of CPSs

not necessarily rooted in ESs. Instead, this perspective considers the

evolution of control systems in industrial processes and manufactur-

ing leading to CPSs.6,10,30–32 Within this second perspective, even if

there is a tendency to embed the control devices inside the phys-

ical components,31,33 we argue that these features are not essen-

tial to define CPSs. By synthesizing the two perspectives previously

mentioned, in this section, we define the key and accessory features

of CPSs, stressing the need to include explicitly the roles of human

operators in CPSs. We finally discuss the association of these fea-

tures with real cases of safety and security issues in CPSs in recent

years.

2.1 First perspective: From ESs to CPSs (and the IoT)

Commonly, the literature considers CPSs as an upgraded stage of

ESs.5,34 In simple terms, ESs are small computers that are not visible

to the users. Their origins can be traced back to the 1970s,6 consist-

ing of “hardware and software integrated within a mechanical or an

electrical system designed for a specific purpose”.5 They are widely

implemented in consumer electronics, for example, TVs, digital cam-

eras, smartphones, washing machines, and microwaves. Furthermore,

ESs are used in safety-critical applications performing distinct tasks,

usually operating in isolated configurations without integration with

other real-time control functions.

In contrast to general-purpose computers and industrial con-

trollers, ESs are restricted by their smaller sizes, requiring high levels

of design efficiency. Namely, according toMarwedel,29 ESs should be:

• Energy efficient: considering limited power sources.

• Run-time efficient: avoiding excessive computational time execution

and use of memory, energy, and other limited resources.

• Small in code size: considering limited memory size in embedded

microcontrollers.

• Lightweight: as they are incorporated into portable physical devices,

whose functionmight be affected by additional weight.

• Low-cost: to achieve cost-effective applications compared to other

alternatives in themarket.

In many cases, ESs operate in open control loops, that is, without

incorporating a feedback from the physical processes. This is the case

of many consumer electronic goods, being a washing machine a typi-

cal example. Moreover, some ESs also operate in open loops in some

safety-critical applications, particularly those that do not depend on

computers closing the control loops. Indeed, ESs could be used solely

on sensor devices, providing data to human operators or to applica-

tion platforms as a service.Moreover, designers have traditionally con-

ceivedESs in isolation, performing a particular function independent of

other ESs and of their environment.

From this perspective, the CPS concept is a paradigm shift for the

ESs community. A paradigm shift is a fundamental change in basic

concepts describing a scientific discipline. In our case, the aforemen-

tioned features contrasting ESs with general-purpose computers are

no longer the main issues when designing CPSs. Indeed, “in CPSs,

embedded computers and networks monitor and control the physical

processes, usuallywith feedback loopswhere physical processes affect

computations and vice versa.”6 Thus, the integration of communica-

tionnetworks and feedback loops fromphysical processesdescribe the

frontier of the shift from ESs to CPSs.

2.1.1 CPSs and the IoT

In parallel, there is a growing interest on the progressive connection

of ESs through computer networks, and specifically to the Internet.

Enabling technologies, such as low-power wireless networks, commu-

nication protocols, and cloud computing, open the possibility for a new

range of applications developed from the interaction of devices con-

nected to the Internet. The design paradigm behind these applications

is knownas the IoT.35,36 Services such as smart homes andwork places,

wireless sensor networks (WSN) in urban and rural infrastructures,

industrial automation, and smart healthcare are among some relevant

fields of deployment.

The term IoT was proposed by Kevin Ashton in 1999,37 initially

stressing the rising capabilities of radio frequency identifiers (RFID)

and wireless technologies. Nonetheless, the term IoT diversified to

include a wide set of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). This new IoT

paradigm gave rise to different visions and related definitions of the
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CPS-IoT

Embedded 
systems

F IGURE 1 First perspective: CPS and IoT developments from a
perspective centered in ESs

concept according to the historical backgrounds and orientations of

different communities.36

Some communities argue that the IoT is a key foundation that

enables the deployment of CPSs.38 However, we stress that this field

of progress in the IoT is related—but not identical nor essential—to

the field of CPSs. For IoT applications, a real-time feedback control

of physical processes may not be necessary. Instead, many IoT sys-

tem architectures develop mobile apps or cloud applications as final

services,36,37 using the integration of smart sensors, wireless net-

works, internet access, and cloud platforms with advanced data ana-

lytics. In contrast, the final services in CPSs are physical systems per-

forming real-time control tasks in the physical world.

Some IoT applications provide smart actuator commands from real-

time sensor readings. However, these actions are sometimes limited

to the activation of information functions (eg, message display, sound

notifications) for surveillance, logistics, and monitoring.36,37 These

simple actions are limited to information awareness, while not com-

pleting a physical process by themselves. Instead, CPSs perform con-

trol actions in a way that alters the new state of the sensor readings

and consequently the states in the control loop by actuator commands

with physical effects.

Finally, there is some degree of overlapping between the fields of

CPSs and the IoT.34,39 Mainly, some CPS applications are being con-

nected to the Internet to use data-accessing and processing services

.10,40 Thus, we establish a category of CPS-IoT from the intersection of

these two fields, namely, those CPSs built from ESs that include Inter-

net connection in their network configurations.

From this analysis, Figure 1 illustrates CPSs and the IoT as differ-

ent advances in ESs capabilities. Nevertheless, the overlapping CPS-

IoT field (also known as IoT-based CPSs 34) incorporates both set of

capabilities in these systems.

2.2 Second perspective: From cybernetics to CPSs

The field of cybernetics established the foundations for engineered

feedback control systems interacting with the physical world,

even before the revolution in digital computation and network

communications.6 Norbert Wiener opened the field of cybernetics

in 1948, from applications in automatic weapon systems expanding

to a wide field of technical systems and even to human behavior and

neuroscience.41

Considering this perspective from the evolution in cybernetics, the

notion of CPSs as strictly centered in ESs would be very restrictive.

Many control applications tightly coupling cyber and physical pro-

cesses are composed of programmable controllers not necessarily

embedded or hidden into the physical components. In other words,

a wide range of industrial devices and operational technology (OT)—

for example, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA), dis-

tributed control systems (DCSs), and programmable logic controllers

(PLCs)—are incorporating the operational features of CPSs.42

In this sense, a complementary and more comprehensive view

of antecedents of CPSs could be traced back to the development

of cybernetics in the 1940s as the conjunction of analog computa-

tions, communications, and control.6 These control systems evolved

with the introduction of digital computers operating as automatic

controllers since the 1960s,43 when the invention of programmable

logic controllers (PLCs) represented a turning point for industrial

automation.33

Then, improvements in aircraft and industrial process control

led to the advent of distributed control systems (DCSs) in the

1970s, enabling remote control operations and a research interest on

teleoperation.30,44 The feedback control was no longer point-to-point.

Instead, networked communications were closing the loops, even if

each controller node depended only on local information in decentral-

ized configurations.31 In the late 1980s, networked control systems

(NCSs) incorporated real-time communications,44 introducing tech-

nologies such as Ethernet, as well as controller area network (CAN) to

connect electronic control units (ECUs) in vehicles.

Nowadays, NCSs are evolving into distributed configurations,31,44

enabling task coordination and information exchange among auto-

mated control subsystems. These distributed networked control sys-

tems (DNCSs) are therefore characterized by their capabilities for

cooperative control,31 thus operating as a type of system of systems

(SoS).45 From a system-theoretic perspective, we argue that an SoS

integrates formerly independent feedback control loops into an inter-

dependent set of control loops, allowing the realization of cooperative

tasks to achieve a higher common goal. Illustrative examples include

independent robotic arms holding and rotating together an object in a

factory, the steering and braking systems of a car autonomously inter-

acting to avoid a collision, among others. These interactive feedback

control loops could also include human supervision and manual con-

trol. In the future, these systems could be controlled by artificial intel-

ligence (AI), replacing the preprogrammed algorithms by neural net-

works and self-improving algorithms.

In summary, Figure 2 illustrates the antecedents and potential

future developments of feedback control systemsas a progressive evo-

lution of control and communication capabilities. Moreover, in the fol-

lowing subsection, we argue that DNCSs—as conceived in Ge et al.31—

describe the key features of CPSs, considering the cooperative feed-

back control capabilities arising from the tight integration of cyber and

physical processes. In DNCSs, programmable controllers are no longer

isolated in functional—or sometimes even in physical—terms, enabling
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F IGURE 2 Second perspective: Sequential evolution from cybernetics to DNCS as CPS

cooperative tasks between several sensors, controllers, and actuators

in dynamic situations.

2.3 The key features of CPS

From the two perspectives described in the previous subsections,

we established the antecedents and tendencies for future devel-

opments in CPSs. These perspectives are helpful to introduce the

key features of CPSs and a comparison with other related system

types.

The first perspective centered in ESs is useful to acknowledge the

importance of communication networks and feedback loops from the

physical processes as two key features distinguishing CPSs from ESs.

Even though designers may establish some uncritical CPS functions in

open loop configurations, a key featureofCPSs is the capacity todetect

the transformations in the physical processes and react in real-time to

ensure the functional and safety requirements of the system.

The second perspective, however, expands the notion of CPSs

beyondESs, includingOTand industrial devices inwirednetworks. This

second perspective allows the identification of accessory features in

CPSs, which are growing tendencies in the fieldwith their specific chal-

lenges andprospects. These accessory features canbepresent inCPSs,

but they are not their constituent characteristics. Namely, we consider

accessory features:

• Embedded systems (ESs): beyond ESs, our field of CPSs includes sys-

tems composed byOT, industrial devices, and general-purpose com-

puters.

• Wireless networks: we include systems networked via wired local

area networks (LANs).

• Internet access: in contrast to the IoT paradigm, CPSs can operate

without using Internet protocols.

• Fully automated control and AI: CPSs could operate in semi-

autonomous configurations andwith traditional algorithms.

From the previous analysis, we affirm that DNCSs share the rele-

vant features of CPSs. The presence of ESs should not be necessary to

characterize CPSs because the specific features of ESs mentioned by

Marwedel29 (eg, size, energy, andmemory restrictions) are not the key

features in this context. Even considering the increasing tendency to

include ESs, wireless networks, and Internet access in DNCSs,31,44,46

these features do not exclude OT and wired local networks from the

domain of CPSs because they provide the same essential function of

integrating cyber and physical processes in control systems. Accord-

ingly, wireless networked control systems (WNCSs),44,47 some wire-

less sensor and actuator networks (WSANs),31,46 and CPS-IoT appli-

cations, are subsets of CPSs equippedwith their related accessory fea-

tures.

Analogously, we consider as accessory (ie, not key) features the

fully automatic control capabilities and possible developments in AI-

based control in CPSs. Indeed, computers have amajor role closing the

feedback loops in CPSs, but the human supervision and intermittent

intervention are still present and should be considered.22 In summary,

Figure3 illustrates the field ofCPSswith somegeneral subsets describ-

ing accessory features in dynamic growth.

Therefore, we define as key features of CPSs the combination of the

following:

(1) Real-time feedback control of physical processes through sensors

and actuators

(2) Cooperative control among networked subsystems, and

(3) A threshold of automation level where computers close the feed-

back control loops in (semi)automated tasks, possibly allowing

human control in certain cases.
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F IGURE 3 CPS and several subsets with accessory features in
dynamic expansion

Subsequently, we conceptualize CPSs as engineered systems that

integrate information technologies, real-time control subsystems,

physical components, and human operators to influence physical pro-

cesses by means of cooperative and (semi)automated control func-

tions.

The arguments including DNCSs as CPSs are consistent with the

literature on safety and security of CPSs. From industrial control in

process and manufacturing to embedded and IoT-based, these entire

domains share the key features of CPSs and therefore share the poten-

tial of cyber threats to disrupt the control system and induce physi-

cal harm with safety implications (eg, human injuries, asset damages,

andenvironmental impacts). Recent incidents confirm the rising impor-

tance of cybersecurity to ensure safety in diverse CPS applications.

2.4 Compatibility of CPS features in security for

safety cases

The realization of cyber threats disrupting SCADA systems and pro-

voking physical consequences could be traced back to the Maroochy

water breach in 2000.48–50 This cyber-attack against the Maroochy

Water Services in Australia led to release of one million liters of

untreated water into local rivers and parks. A malicious insider (an ex-

employee of the system supplier company) used unsecure radio com-

munications to access the control system remotely. Subsequently, the

attacker used his knowledge of the system to reconfigure the pump-

ing stations and disrupt the alarms, causing the system to fail in unex-

pected ways and impeding a rapid response to recover. Even if the

water treatment plant was not considered a CPS at the time and may

not share all the CPS features, this cyber-attack raised awareness of

the security vulnerabilities in critical infrastructures and the potential

for physical harm.51

Persistently, however, researchers agree on the Stuxnet worm

attack to an Iranian nuclear facility in 2010 as the turning point on

the physical safety risks exploited by cyber threats in the context of

CPSs.48,49,52–55 The Stuxnet worm entered the system through a USB

drive that an operator plugged to a Windows computer. Then, the

worm propagated throughout the SCADA system infecting the PLCs

connected to the network. Finally, these PLCs controlling the nuclear

centrifuges issued malicious commands to manipulate the rotor speed

in ways difficult to detect by the system and the operators, disrupting

the physical processes in the nuclear facility and damaging the nuclear

reactors.

Neither this nuclear facility nor theMaroochyWater Services plant

was composed exclusively of ESs and their system architectures were

not completely autonomous. Nonetheless, the control system was not

effectively isolated from cyber threats coming from the environment.

Additionally, human operators were unable to respond promptly to

thedisruptionsdue to lackof awareness inducedby theway the sophis-

ticated cyber threats disrupted or circumvented the alarms. Thus, pre-

venting degradation in situation awareness between the automated

system and human operators proves determinant in risk mitigation of

CPSs. In this regard, we describe the roles of humans and their implica-

tions in CPSs in Section 3.

The vulnerabilities to cyber threats and their potential to cascade

into physical harm to human, assets, or the natural environment are

shared among a wide set of CPSs (either industrial or embedded). This

is the common safety and security issue in autonomous transportation

systems, robotics, critical infrastructures, industrial control systems

(ICSs) inmanufacturing and process plants, and smart medical devices,

among others. A series of more recent examples confirms this fact.

Considering other relevant attacks to industrial CPS applications,

the German Steel Mill cyber-attack in 2014 caused multiple compo-

nents of the system to fail, leading to massive physical damages.56

Using spear phishing e-mails, the attacker gained access to the corpo-

rate network and then penetrated into the plant network controlling

the physical processes. More recently in 2017, the TRITON malware

attack disrupted a petrochemical plant in Saudi Arabia.57,58 Beyond

security concerns of data availability and even operational concerns

of continuity in plant operations, this cyber-attack intended to trig-

ger a dangerous explosion in the plant (ie, physical harm). By conduct-

ing standard IT intrusion mechanisms, the attackers penetrated into

the network and targeted the connected safety instrumented system

(SIS).59 Even though the SIS operated with a proprietary network pro-

tocol, enough knowledgeof the proprietary systemand its connections

to general IT networks enable this type of cyber-attacks to target the

SIS and induce physical harm.60

Embedded CPS applications, such as autonomous vehicles, are

also vulnerable to physical harm when subjected to cyber-attacks.

Researchers have identified a wide range of cybersecurity vulnerabil-

ities in cars and the potential manipulation of the engine, the steering,

and braking system.61 In 2015, researchers demonstrated how a Jeep

model was hacked through Wi-Fi connection, that is, a wireless net-

work providing Internet access.62 Not only they disrupted the infotain-

ment system, but also they were able to access the CAN bus (the vehi-

cle’s wired network) to cut the brakes and shut down the engine while

driving on the road. This cyber-physical attackwas possible even if this

vehiclewas not autonomous.With the development of open communi-

cations and increasing levels of automation for vehicles, these features

become evenmore important for safety. Beyond cars, similar examples
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also show the case of cybersecurity attacks hijacking the control of

ships63,64 and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)65,66 during operations.

For more historical attacks to CPSs and empirical demonstrations

in research environments, Humayed et al49 described an ample list of

attacks to ICSs, smart grids, smart medical devices, and modern cars.

They used the description of cross-domain attacks proposed by Yam-

polskiy et al48 to discretize the influenced elements (targeted by the

attack) from the affected elements (causing the actual damages).

These types of cyber-attacks disrupting physical systems require

broadening the scope from security and privacy in CPSs67 to consider

thepotential for physical harmand the implications for safety.27,68 This

broader view stresses the need for a combined safety and security risk

analysis in CPS, where security and safety goals coexist and require an

integration process.15,69

3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE ROLE OF

HUMANS IN CPSS

In this section,weanalyze the implicationsof the (semi)automatedcon-

trol feature in CPSs, considering the role of humans and their potential

influence as sources of safety and security risks.

3.1 Levels of automation and CPSs

To classify a system as a CPS, the required level of automation is cur-

rently unclear.32 Therefore, we propose as a conceptual threshold, the

level where the intended system design assigns the computer the role

to close the feedback control loops. In other words, computers have

the capacity to gather inputs fromsensors and send commands to actu-

atorswithout the human as an intermediate. Attributing this threshold

of automation is not a trivial task because it opens the discussion of the

role of humans in CPSs. Particularly, this explicit relationship between

a threshold of automation and CPSs as a class of systems serves two

relevant purposes.

As first purpose, we delimit the concept of CPSs to the widely

agreed domain in the CPSs community, referring to these systems as

controlled by a computational core.1,5–8 The real-time feedback con-

trol of physical processes requires hybrid system modeling to inte-

grate the discrete logic of cyber processeswith the continuous dynam-

ics of physical processes. Therefore, while some research communities

use the concept of CPSs referring to applications in a broader domain,

we emphasize this delimitation to frame the key features of CPSs and

avoid fuzziness in the concept.

As second purpose, however, we analyze CPSs beyond the auto-

mated subsystemusing a systems engineering perspective. As Leveson

accurately declares: “automation usually does not eliminate humans,

but instead raises their tasks to new levels of complexity.”25 Subse-

quently, we emphasize the need to analyze the complex interactions

between humans in the loop and higher levels of automation.30 This

emphasis is pertinent in CPSs to avoid reducing the system to the

technical components and automated functions, but also consider the

human roles and their implications in the CPS.1

TABLE 1 Levels of automation, adapted from 30 and 70

Low 1. The computer offers no assistance: humanmust take all
decisions and actions.

2. The computer offers a complete set of decision/action
alternatives, AND

3. Narrows the selection down to a few, OR

4. Suggests one alternative, AND

5. Executes that suggestion if the human approves, OR

6. Allows the human a restricted time to veto before
automatic execution, OR

7. Executes automatically, then necessarily informs the
human, OR

8. Informs the human only if asked, OR

9. Informs the human only if the computer decides.

High 10. The computer decides everything, acts autonomously,
ignoring the human.

As shown in Table 1, Parasuraman et al70 define automation as

a continuum of 10 levels where the system increasingly performs

functions previously carried out by human operators. These levels of

automation usually include conditional connections. If the level ends

with an AND, the next level assumes it as an input. For example,

in level 5, the system executes a suggestion if the human approves,

which assumes the suggested alternative in level 4. Conversely, if the

level ends with an OR, the next level imposes a new restrictive con-

straint. For instance, level 7 executes automatically and then informs

the human, while previously level 6 allowed the human a time to veto

before automatic execution.

Accordingly, this paper considers a system to be a CPS if it has the

capability to operate in level of automation six (6) or higher, in the scale

from 1 to 10 shown in Table 1. Namely, as a lower bound or threshold,

the computer “allows the human a restricted time to veto before auto-

matic execution.”

Given that this CPS threshold of automation is general in scope

but detailed in description, it is suited for extrapolation to other

application-based criteria used in different CPSs. For example, the

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) in their J3016 standard71

defines six levels of autonomous driving. At level 0, the car has no

autonomous capabilities and the human operator is responsible for all

aspects of the driving task. Conversely, at level 5, all the driving tasks

aremanaged by the autonomous driving system.

Comparing this criterion from the automotive sector with our CPS

threshold of automation, an autonomous vehicle (AV) is a CPS start-

ing from level 2 of the SAE standard. In other words, level 2 of the

SAE standard is equal or higher to level 6 in Table 1. At this point, the

system executes autonomously and cooperatively the main functions

of the car (ie, steering, acceleration, deceleration) reacting to sensor

inputs from the physical processes. Nevertheless, the human driver

must remain engaged monitoring the environment and should be pre-

pared to intervene physically (eg, turn the steering wheel and push the

brakes) if necessary in particular situations.
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TABLE 2 Levels of automation for CPS transportation systems

CPS transport sector Equivalent level to CPS threshold (level 6 in Table 1) Level of full automation in sector-based criteria Reference

Automotive Level 2 or higher Level 5 71

Railway Grade of Automation 2 or higher Grade of Automation 4 72

Ships Autonomy level 3 or higher Autonomy Level 6 73

Aircraft Level 3 or higher Level 4 74

UAV Autonomous control level 4 or higher Autonomous control level 10 75

Other societies have developed their own criteria for levels of

automation in their particular sectors, such as railway,72 ships,73

aircraft,74 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),75 among others. Table 2

compares these sector-based criteria and assign a threshold in the

level of automation to categorize these (semi)autonomous transporta-

tion systems as CPSs. For other CPS applications (eg, industrial control

systems, smartmedical devices), the systems under analysis share sim-

ilar characteristics when regarded as CPSs.

Overall, theCPS thresholdof automation (level 6 inTable1) is equiv-

alent to systems “c” and “d” in the uses of computers in control loops

proposed by Leveson,25 as illustrated in Figure 4. In this figure, the

operators are human controllers that (1) collect information of the pro-

cess under control, (2) use information to make decisions according to

models and procedures, and (3) implement control actions to influence

the process under control. In systems “a” and “b,” this human opera-

tor is the only controller in the system. The computer is not a con-

troller because it is not able to provide control actions to the actu-

ators to close the feedback loop with the process under control. In

these cases, the computer is only interpreting and displaying informa-

tion to the operator. The computer becomes an automatic controller in

systems “c” and “d,” closing partially or even completely the feedback

loops. However, the human operator still fulfills the role of supervisor

and provides intermittent control actions in some specific cases.

Apparently, the CPS threshold of automation would signify that the

systemdoes not close the feedback control loops in real-time, since the

human operator has time to veto. Instead, this choice represents the

case where the control loops occur in real-time, but the human super-

visor can intervene actively if necessary as a feedforward control func-

tion (ie, anticipating and reacting beyond feedback corrections).25

Additionally, designers can decide that a few control cases are

inconvenient as a real-time automatic configuration, considering the

complexities involved in the process. Thus, these special control deci-

sions require human decision-making, while the real-time control sys-

tem directly executes themain functions in normal conditions.

Although one level of automation represents a simplification of a

complex control system, this simplification introduces a threshold to

frameCPSswith respect to their degree of automated control. In other

words, CPSs have the capacity in their control architectures to operate

in normal conditions at least in this threshold of automation. Never-

theless, this state of automation can be dynamic, where operators can

deliberately takemanual control in special cases.

In the future, the evolution inCPSs could lead to fully automatic and

adaptable control systems, ceasing to require human supervisory con-

trol. Arguably, the advances in AI could entirely substitute the role of

Process

Sensors

Actuators

Displays

Controls

OperatorComputer

(A): computer provides informa�on or advice to human operator 
upon request

Process

Sensors

Actuators

Displays

Controls

Operator

Computer

(B): Computer interprets data and displays to the operator, who makes 
the control decisions

Process

Sensors

Actuators

Displays

Controls

Operator Computer

(C): computer issues commands directly, but with human monitor of the 
computer’s ac�ons providing vaying levels of input

Process

Sensors

Actuators

ComputerOperator

(D): computer completely eliminates the human from the control loop. The 
human only provides advice or high-level direc�on 

F IGURE 4 Uses of computers in control loops, adapted from
Leveson25: This paper considers computer uses (c) and (d) related to
the automation threshold for CPS

humans in supervisory control decisions and manual labor.10,11 How-

ever, the current stage of technological development of CPSs is at

its infancy76 and many practitioners recognize the essential need for

humans in the loop for the future of autonomous systems.77 Further-

more, the integration of traditional control algorithms and networked

communications with physical processes already pose significant chal-

lenges for safety and security, considering their implementation in

safety-critical systems.5,29,78,79
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3.2 Sharing and trading control: Human roles in

(semi)automated processes

From a systems engineering perspective, one should not neglect the

interactions between humans and technology in automated systems.

For example, a designer could be tempted to consider the human as

another technical component or a deterministic input-output agent.

However, Rasmussen80 emphasized that human behavior is teleologi-

cal by nature, that is, operators act according to goal-oriented beliefs

predicated on available information. In other words, humans (re)act

differently in different situations, in contrast to fixed computer algo-

rithms. In (semi)automated systems, these situations range fromrepet-

itive routines with low alertness levels, to unfamiliar tasks under

stressful circumstances. We extrapolate this analysis to CPSs, since

CPSs are changing the way humans interact with control systems.1

As specified by Sheridan,30 many systems allow for different lev-

els of sharing and trading control between computers and humans.

In sharing control, humans and computers perform different control

actions in parallel. In other cases, a trading control capability allows for

turning complete control to the computer; in case of fully autonomous

control, the human only monitors in normal conditions, but can take

over partial or total control if necessary.

Therefore, the notion of cooperative control is also possible

between computers and humans, expanding the notion of coopera-

tive automatic subsystems presented in DNCSs in Section 2.2. In other

words, although computers close the feedback control loops in CPSs,

humans are in the loop at different levels depending on the system

architecture and on the specific circumstance.

This flexibility in automation allows the system to adapt and reduce

the level of automation when it is required. On the one hand, this

adaptability enhances the system safety under unforeseen circum-

stances, allowing human operators to deviate the system from pre-

scribed procedures when needed to guarantee safety conditions. On

the other hand, this capacity to manipulate the system opens the pos-

sibility for erroneous executions, canceling some strengths of system

automation such as reliability and predictive performance.

The notion of cooperative control between computers and humans

inCPSs is consistentwith the theoryof distributed situationawareness

(DSA).81 According to DSA, human and nonhuman agents hold situa-

tion awareness with different views of the system conditions and with

overlapping or complementary goals. In somecases, an agentmay com-

pensate the degradation of situation awareness of another agent. This

property entails that the system as a whole is the entity that holds all

relevant knowledge, whereas different individuals have partial views.

However, the partial views of individual agents must be sufficient to

perform the tasks assigned to each of them. Even when communica-

tion between individual agents is imperfect, they must be able to have

awareness of the views of other agents and interpret the information

passing through the system.

Several factors compromise the intended human-machine inter-

actions. For example, lack of training, complicated human-machine

interfaces (HMIs), lower levels of human alertness, and design con-

straints, increase the likelihood of accidents due to human-task

mismatches.25,82 Specially in semi-automated systems with safety-

critical scenarios, designers must address the potential reduction of

situation awareness in humanoperators.83 Conflicting commandswith

ambiguous privilege protocols between automatic controllers and

human controllers could also result in system errors, ranging from

degraded performance to economic and safety consequences.

Overall, Leveson25 concludes that the system benefits from the

human presence if designers include the human accountability and

responsibilities throughout the design process in a comprehensive

way. Accordingly, Parasuraman et al70 proposed a design framework

to evaluate how the types and levels of automation have repercus-

sions for human operators. These considerations apply and should be

included in CPSs design for safety.

3.3 Humans as sources of safety and security risk

in CPSs

Human roles should be identified and included as potential sources

of risk in CPSs. Even if computers close the feedback control loops,

humans could still perform complementary roles in cyber processes,

such as data insertion, intermittentmodifications, andparameter read-

ings, among others.25 Therefore, we consider humans as crucial actors

in CPSs, despite the higher levels of automation incorporated in these

systems.

On the one hand, human operators are sources of risk of uninten-

tionalmotive, that is, with the potential to cause accidents traditionally

assessed by safety analysts. In this sense, Taylor84 described amethod-

ology to assess human error in process plants, covering human error

modes as well as latent hazards caused by the system design configu-

ration. On the other hand, both malicious insiders and external cyber-

attackers could deliberately disrupt CPSs using acquired knowledge of

the system’s security vulnerabilities and the dependencies between its

system layers.53,85

These two sources of risk are different in motive (ie, unintentional

and deliberate) and require a comprehensive approach to prevent or

mitigate their potential safety-related consequences. Even if these dif-

ferent motives would independently lead to the same harmful conse-

quence, the causal events in each case could require different protec-

tion measures in the system. From these considerations, Table 3 sum-

marizes the roles of humans within the system and in the surrounding

environments as sources of risks from both unintentional and deliber-

atemotives, that is, from a combined safety and security perspective.

3.4 Humans as prone to safety risks in CPSs

Human safety is also amatter of concern in the physical processes gov-

ernedbyCPSs. For example, newpotential humanharmscenarios arise

from the capacity of collaborative robots to work alongside humans in

factories, removing the zonal barriers dividing workers and machines

and allowing human-robot interaction in physical activities.86

Furthermore, accidents involving industrial robots still pose a

risk to humans, even when there is apparent separation in their con-

trolled tasks. In December 2018, an accident involving an Amazon’s
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TABLE 3 Human roles as sources of risk at different system locations

System Environment

Riskmotives Cyber Physical Cyber Physical

Unintentional Supervisors using HMI Physical operators External operators Surrounding people

Deliberate Malicious insiders Malicious insiders Hackers Saboteurs

automated robot punctured a bear repellent spray in a warehouse

in New Jersey.87 After spreading through the warehouse ventilation

system, workers became exposed and two dozen of them had to be

hospitalized. Moreover, this event is not isolated and has occurred in

other facilities.88

Other notorious cases for human safety are transportation systems.

Recent fatal accidents involvedvehicles operating in semi-autonomous

mode. The fatal Tesla crash in March 2018 resulted in the death of

the driver after the car crashed to a median barrier.89 During the

samemonth, an Uber in self-driving mode was the first reported crash

of an autonomous vehicle killing a pedestrian.77 These two events

resulted from unintentional errors, that is, they did not involve inten-

tional cyber-attacks.

Generalizing these examples to the context of CPSs, safety risks

threaten human and assets within the system itself (eg, vehicle drivers,

plant workers, patients wearing medical devices). Moreover, safety

risks in CPSs also extend beyond the system boundaries and pose con-

cerns to humans, assets, and the natural environment interacting with

the system in physical terms. In the next section, we describe a multi-

layered diagrammatic representation of CPSs to identify these scenar-

ios and determine their risk sources.

4 A GENERAL REPRESENTATION OF CPSs

FOR COMBINED SAFETY AND SECURITY

ANALYSIS

The notion of CPSs is a class of engineered systems grouped by a set of

key features. This generalization is a useful framework to analyze these

systems according to a common representation, while allowing for

the incorporation of their distinctive characteristics within a general

framework. As a result, designers, operators, and risk analysts from

many disciplines can communicate and collaborate using this common

representation as contextual perspective.

Although several methods have attempted a safety and security

analysis integration,15–18 researchers have paid little attention to pro-

viding a comprehensive systems representation of CPSs for design-

ers and risk analysts to visualize the relevant features of the system.

Therefore, the field of safety analysis requires a newsystemsengineer-

ing representation that serves as a basis for a comprehensive safety

and security risk analysis method in CPSs.21,22 This representation

should understand the key features of CPSs explained in Section 2

and the evolving roles of humans in automation examined in Section 3.

In this context, we consider necessary to apply systems thinking to

encompass the system interactions and feedback loops at different lev-

els.

To facilitate the identification of safety and security risks in a

wide range of CPSs, we refine the model of CPS aspects proposed

by Humayed et al.49 In their comprehensive review, they conceived

a high-level abstraction of CPSs as the integration of cyber, cyber-

physical, and physical aspects. While the physical aspects perform

actions in the physical world, the cyber-physical aspects perform reac-

tive computations using sensors and actuators. In other words, the

cyber-physical aspects are operational technology (OT) geographically

and functionally located in proximity to the physical aspects. Finally,

the cyber aspects are higher-level information technology (IT) systems

connected to the cyber-physical aspects and, only indirectly, to the

physical aspects.

Expanding on this high-level abstraction, we use systems thinking

to represent the elements and interconnections of CPSs. According to

Arnold and Wade,90 a valid systems representation grounded on sys-

tems thinking should:

• Identify interconnections

• Identify feedback loops and indicate their impact on system behav-

ior (e.g. impact on emergent properties such as safety)

• Illustrate system structure

• Differentiate types of flows and variables

• Identify nonlinear relationships

• Include nonlinear behaviors

• Define the scope to manage complexity by modeling the systems

conceptually

• Recognize the system at different scales

Subsequently, we conceive the cyber, cyber-physical, and physical

aspects as technologies and entities responsible for the execution of

process types in a cooperative multi-layered system. Thus, these pro-

cesses canbediagrammatically located in layers of the system, control-

ling particular sets of information and energy flows. In the next para-

graphs, we define information and energy flows.

4.1 Information and energy flows in CPS process

types

Information flows are transmissions of information required to achieve

the functional goals of the system in the form of computations and

communications. These flows include the interactions between opera-

tors and technologies through HMIs. In general, the cyber and cyber-

physical aspects receive, process, confine, and transmit information

flows.
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Energy flows are transmissions of energy or matter required to

achieve the functional goals of the system in the form of physical

work. These flows comprise the physical interactions between oper-

ators and physical components through physical interfaces, such as

steeringwheels and valves, operatingmachinery usingmechanical sys-

tems, chemical and biological processes, among others. In general, the

physical aspects receive, process, confine, and transmit energy flows.

The concept of energy flows excludes the energies used to transmit

information flows. Thus, electric signals, electromagnetic waves and

other energies involved belong to the domain of information flows as

their channels of transmission.

In this sense, we define cyber processes as the uses of IT to control

information flows as immediate goal (eg, obtain, store, compute, and

transmit). Thus, hardware devices, communication channels, human

supervisors, and other physical entities perform cyber processes if

their immediate goal is to control information. Conversely, we con-

ceive physical processes as the uses of components different from

IT (eg, mechanical, electrical, chemical, and biological) to transform,

confine, and control energy flows as immediate goal. At the interface

between cyber and physical, cyber-physical processes are particular

forms of cyber processes interacting directly and in real-time with

the physical ones through feedback loops. Particularly, control mecha-

nisms through sensors, real-time communications, programmable con-

trollers, and actuators compose this category of cyber-physical pro-

cesses.

From this conception of process types, it becomes explicit that

energy flows involved in physical processes are the direct sources of

safety hazards (ie, potential physical harm) to humans, assets, and the

natural environment. This association between the performance of

physical components, the physical human interactions (eg, operation,

maintenance), and the energy flows controlled by the system are the

traditional focus of safety analysis in physical systems.

However, CPSs integrate cyber-physical processes to control the

physical processes through information flows. Consequently, real-time

computations and communications are supplanting the human from

the control functions, partially removing the human from the physi-

cal interface with the system. Moreover, CPS architectures conceive

cyber-physical processes as close as possible to the physical ones in

both spatial and functional terms, avoiding high latency issues when

safety concerns demand a real-time response. For this same rea-

son, real-time control systems (and not human operators) are usu-

ally in charge of these critical functions. Traditionally, the potential

failures in hardware (HW) and software (SW) leading to accidents

in these control systems are the subject of functional safety of pro-

grammable electronic systems (PES).91 Nevertheless, the incorpora-

tion of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software and hardware, open-

source communications, and standard protocols are introducing vul-

nerabilities to cyber threats, making security issues a path toward

safety risks in the physical processes.

Additionally, CPSs integrate cyber processes on top of the cyber-

physical ones. Usually, these information flows are subject to super-

vision and monitoring in control centers through dedicated HW and

SW. Thus, the human role appears as a monitoring and control agent

in those cases where the system architecture did not consider real-

time automation. Moreover, the human can access through HMIs the

components performing cyber-physical processes to adjust inputs and

parameters during different circumstances. Cloud platforms and cloud

computing are also possibilities at this level. Furthermore, cyber pro-

cesses may use different control networks from the cyber-physical

ones, thus avoiding data traffic from use cases that do not require

real-time processing. Overall, the security of cyber processes are the

subject of interest of the cybersecurity field, with emphasis on confi-

dentiality, integrity, and availability. In CPSs, however, cyber-attacks

disrupting integrity and availability are the most important security

threats leading to safety risks,78 especially regarding how the influ-

enced information flows affect physical processes.

4.2 CPSmaster diagram: Amulti-layered

representation for safety and security analysis

To provide a comprehensible representation to professionals from

multiple disciplines, we organize the CPS in a hierarchic structure of

layers, each layer corresponding to the cyber, cyber-physical, andphys-

ical processes. Ahierarchic structure is useful to conceptualize the sub-

systems and their interface interactions,92,93 in this case from an initial

overview at a low level of resolution. Then, we decompose these sub-

systems in their constituent componentswith their subsystem interac-

tions, giving amore detailed description of the particular processes.

From the analysis in the previous subsection, in Figure 5, we intro-

duce the CPSmaster diagram, a diagrammatic multi-layered represen-

tation of CPSs as layers of process types. In our hierarchic structure,

the lower level of the system is the physical layer, describing the energy

flows and the physical interactions to control them. At themiddle level,

the cyber-physical layer illustrates the real-time information flows to

control directly the physical processes through automated feedback

control loops. At the top level, the cyber layer presents the informa-

tion flows for monitoring and supervision. It is possible to visualize the

interactions at the system interfaces and derive the mechanisms trig-

gering potential failures across the layers of the system.

The CPS master diagram refines the CPS aspects conceived by

Humayed et al in the security context49 and integrates it with the

notion of a control structure as conceptualized by Leveson for a novel

accidentmodel in the safety context.14 The System-TheoreticAccident

Model and Processes (STAMP) paradigm conceives safety as a con-

trol problem, arising from the interactions betweenphysical processes,

automated controllers, and human controllers. Based on STAMP, the

System Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) is a hazard identification

technique, which was adapted for a safety and security context as

STPA-sec.94 Despite its significant capabilities to identify accident

causes as system interactions beyond individual component failures, in

a comprehensive review, Kriaa et al15 assessed this technique as pro-

viding too macroscopic results and not ideal to identify the detailed

safety and security interactions.

In this sense, the CPSmaster diagram provides a more detailed and

explicit representation of the processes in CPSs by using the notion of

energy and information flows. Furthermore, the CPS master diagram
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F IGURE 5 CPSmaster diagram: multi-layered representation of CPS and environments with information and energy flows

in Figure 5 includes the physical and cyber environments, that is, those

processes that are not under the control of the system stakeholders

and that directly influence the state of the system at different layers.

Particularly, this representation shows:

• The information and energy flows usedby the system toperformdif-

ferent processes in feedback control loops

• The entities and components in charge of providing services to the

system, under the control or not of the system stakeholders, and

• The malicious actors that could intentionally disrupt the system at

different layers

Note that the physical layer of the system and the physical environ-

ment exchange energy flows in both directions, evidencing the region

where safety hazards could potentially develop across these inter-

faces.

This representation serves as a first step toward a combined safety

and security risk analysis, providing a generalized diagrammatic illus-

tration of CPS architectures to represent different CPS applications.

Note that some blocks and control loops might not be present in spe-

cific CPS applications. Nevertheless, we argue that in principle, CPSs

possess all three layers in their architectures and usually interact with

both the cyber and physical environments.

In the following sections, we describe in detail the features pre-

sented in the CPSmaster diagram.

4.2.1 Physical layer

In thephysical layer, humanoperators havephysical access to thephys-

ical components of the system. For example, a human driver manipu-

lates the steering wheel of a vehicle, or an operator manually opens a

valve in a process plant. The physical components control a set of phys-

ical dynamics, confining energy flows according to the system goals.

In the case of vehicles, they mainly require a control of kinetic

energy, while a process plant usually controls a range of energy forms

(eg, potential, kinetic, electrical, and chemical). From these physical

dynamics, a specific set of measurable quantities provide facts about

the state of the system at different timespans. These quantities can be

measured by analog sensors or simply perceived by the human opera-

tors, who then decide which actions to take to close the feedback con-

trol loop in the physical layer.

To conduct theseoperations, thehuman shouldbe trainedandprop-

erly informed of the protocols to follow under different circumstances.

Nevertheless, the human capabilities impede in some cases a real-time

response, considering the time needed for humans to process infor-

mation and take an action. In routine tasks, humans might commit

errors of distraction, omission, or wrong executions, althoughwith low
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probabilities. Conversely, high stress situations and non-routine tasks

with reduced time constraints raise the probability of human error.

In terms of security, malicious insiders at the physical layer could

use their knowledge of the system to perform dangerous physical

manipulations. If the CPS architecture considers this possibility, physi-

cal and functional barriers should impede malicious interventions and

provide alerts to stop them before leading to hazardous events.

4.2.2 The interface from the physical to the

cyber-physical layer

This interface is the entrance of the physical system into the digital

world, where computers and networks control information. Particu-

larly, operational technologies (OT) in the cyber-physical layer incorpo-

rate the feedback control functions.As an input, sensors perceivephys-

ical quantities from the physical layer and transform them into digital

packets. As outputs, actuators are responsible of transforming digital

commands into energy flows influencing the physical layer.

4.2.3 Cyber-physical layer

In the cyber-physical layer, real-time computations and communica-

tions take place. This layer is the entrance of the system into the dig-

ital world of computers and communication networks, but specifically

to those processes requiring real-time response to control directly the

physical processes. These processes in the digital world are named

cyber-physical processes.

Traditionally in industrial applications and safety-related systems,

these cyber-physical processes have been divided in basic process con-

trol system (BPCS) and safety instrumented system (SIS), with inde-

pendent functions and isolated architectures.95 In contrast, the cyber-

physical layer in CPSs increasingly interconnect and integrate the SIS

with the BPCS and higher-level computer systems,96 exposing the sys-

tem to new safety issues.

In the cyber-physical layer, sensors perceive the measurable quan-

tities from the physical layer and the physical environment, transform-

ing these quantities from analog form into digital form as information

flows. These information flows are transmitted through real-time com-

munication networks. They can operate aswired orwireless communi-

cations, depending on the system architecture.

In general, these communications should possess some key fea-

tures. First, the latency must be low enough to guarantee a timely

response to the physical layer. Second, they must provide a sufficient

quality of service (QoS) to avoid packet losses, operating according to

secure protocols. Additionally, these communications are usuallymade

in a dedicated infrastructure, that is, as a separate network from other

processes that donot require real-time capabilities, thus avoiding com-

munication jamming and interference.

In some cases, sensors and the actuators are embedded into motes.

Thesemotes are embedded systems possessing computation and com-

munication capabilities (eg, a microprocessor and an antenna) inte-

grated with the sensors or actuators. As a result, some cyber-physical

processes could close the real-time feedback control loops without

recurring to higher-level programmable controllers. Instead, the infor-

mation would flow directly from the sensors through the real-time

communication network to reach the actuators.

In most cases, however, sensors and actuators do not have suffi-

cient computation and communication capabilities to close the feed-

back control loops in cooperative tasks. In these cases, the real-time

communication network conveys the information flows from the sen-

sors to higher-level programmable controllers (eg, PLCs, DCS con-

trollers, embedded computers). These higher-level controllers have

bigger power sources and more powerful microprocessors to solve

complex calculations.

Usually, these controllers are programmed to acquire data from

sensors, solve computational algorithms, and finally send commands

through the real-time communication network to the actuators.

Nevertheless, some complex functions may require multiple pro-

grammable controllers to coordinate different actuators in coopera-

tive tasks. Therefore, several controllers could communicate through

the real-timenetwork toperform these functions. This iswhy the infor-

mation flows between the programmable controllers and the real-time

communicationnetwork is a two-way arrow in theCPSmaster diagram

in Figure 5.

Although this information needs energy to be transferred and

manipulated, the abstraction of information flows stresses the main

function of these processes to control (eg, collect, process, and send)

information. Subsequently, the energies involved in these processes

(eg, electric currents, electromagnetic waves) are means to con-

trol information. The same reasoning applies for the cyber layer, as

explained in the next paragraphs.

4.2.4 The interface from the cyber-physical to the cyber

layer

In principle, the entire infrastructure in the cyber-physical layer is

located at the edge of the physical processes. In this way, the com-

munications do not require long travel distances that could represent

a higher latency. Moreover, cyber-physical processes do not incorpo-

rate the human controllers. In other words, humans are out of the loop

in the cyber-physical layer, considering the real-time capabilities that

humans cannot provide through the system using HMIs. These two

characteristics (real-time response and human out of the loop) are the

main differences between the cyber-physical and the cyber layer.

The transition from the cyber-physical to the cyber layer can mate-

rialize in two different ways. The first way is the direct transmission of

information flows from the programmable controllers to local human

supervisors via HMIs, not requiring real-time processing as monitor-

ing or maintenance functions. The second way is through the digital

transmission of information flows from the controllers to the cyber

network. In this case, the cyber network transmits this information to

describe the state of the system at different time intervals, providing

valuable inputs to the supervisory control system and human opera-

tors at remote locations. In return, the cyber layer can respondby send-

ing information flows to the programmable controllers or directly to

the actuators, allowing trading control capabilities in established cases.

Other particular flows across these layers include the cases where

humans edit the parameters of sensors through HMIs. Similarly,
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actuators could send information flows about their status to the cyber

layer. These two cases go in the opposite direction to the main loops

of the system, evidencing the complexity in the dependencies in CPSs

between their cyber-physical and cyber layers.

The integration of these cases are themeans bywhich cyber threats

(unintentionally or deliberately) disrupting the cyber layer can propa-

gate to the cyber-physical layer.

4.2.5 Cyber layer

The cyber layer encompasses those processes in the digital world of

information technologies (IT) that do not require real-time response,

where human operators can perform the role of supervisors. The pro-

cesses at this layer are cyber processes. Among the related technolo-

gies, we include supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) sys-

tems, HMIs, supervisory computers using cloud platforms for data

visualization andparameters adjustment, amongothers. Subsequently,

the human appears at the higher-level of the loop, monitoring and con-

trolling throughHMIs.

Therefore, despite being out-of-the-loop at the cyber-physical

layer, the CPS master diagram considers the case of human in the loop

at the cyber layer. At this level, humans have the capabilities to pro-

vide inputs, edit cyber-physical parameters, and even gain full control

of the system exploiting the cooperative control capabilities of the sys-

tem, for example, taking intermittent control of the actuators through

remote operation.25,30

The connectivity of the cyber layer to the cyber-physical allows

malicious insiders to use HMIs to attempt disruptions of the cyber-

physical layer. Several protection techniques (eg, isolating privileged

execution domains, authentication and access control, and firewalls)

and response strategies (eg, intrusion detection) can prevent these

cyber security threats by impeding their propagation down through

the CPS layers.

Air gaps (ie, network isolation from the cyber environment) are

common security measures to prevent the exposure of the safety-

related systems to cyber threats. Nevertheless, malicious insiders

could also perform cyber-attacks by having physical access to the local

cyber network and injecting malware through vulnerable ports. As

mentioned in Section 2.4, the Stuxnetwormentered an Iranian nuclear

facility via unprotectedUSBports and thenpropagated throughout the

network until reaching the PLCs. Systemdesigners and operators need

to consider these risks in CPSs, reducing the attack surfaces by con-

necting only the necessary hardware to the networks and providing

protocols to disable them if intrusions occur.

4.2.6 CPS system boundary and the surrounding

environments

TheCPSmaster diagram considers a CPS as a systemof three interact-

ing layers. However, a complete picture of CPSs should consider that

this system is also interacting with its environments. In this context,

we draw the boundaries between the system and its environment with

respect to the domain of responsibility of the CPS stakeholder.

The system is composed by the cyber, cyber-physical, and physi-

cal processes that are within the control of the system stakeholder

(eg, the plant or infrastructure managers, vehicle operators, medi-

cal device managers). Outside this domain, we subdivide the environ-

ments interacting with the system into a cyber and a physical environ-

ment. In terms of the CPS master diagram, the cyber environment is

only exchanging information flows with the cyber and cyber-physical

layers of the system, while the physical environment interacts with all

the layers of the system through energy and analog information flows.

The following paragraphs explain the characteristics of these environ-

ments and their interactions with the CPS.

4.2.7 Physical environment

The physical environment is the set of external entities, infrastruc-

tures, and natural environments interacting with the CPS in func-

tional terms through energy flows and analog information flows. Some

common examples include external providers of physical resources

(eg, electric power, water, gas), external assets and infrastructures

(e.g. road networks, surrounding vehicles, construction sites, agricul-

tural infrastructure), people physically interacting with the system (eg,

pedestrians, passengers, workers, residents in the vicinity of a plant),

and the natural environment influencing the system performance and

being influenced by the system outputs.

Thephysical environment influences theCPSvia the input of energy

flows to the system at all its levels. From a safety and security point of

view, both unintentional and deliberate disturbances may arise from

the physical environment and disrupt some processes inside the sys-

tem. Natural hazards (eg, earthquakes, storms, floods, and wildfires),

power blackouts, and other physical service interruptions are exam-

ples of unintentional disturbances, while malicious manipulation of

external infrastructures, bomb explosions, and asset theft are exam-

ples of deliberate attacks arising from saboteurs in the physical envi-

ronment.

In the opposite direction, the CPS can also influence its surround-

ing physical environment. From a safety point of view, elements of the

physical environmentmaybevulnerable toCPS-drivenhazards. Partic-

ularly, people, assets, or natural environments located geographically

near to the physical layer of the CPS (or describing physical depen-

dencies with CPS functions) may experience losses due to hazardous

events arising from within the CPS. In the CPS master diagram, this

case arises as an uncontrolled flow of energy going from the phys-

ical layer of the system toward the physical environment. In other

words, energy outputs of the system (eg, kinetic, chemical, thermal,

and radioactive) can become safety hazards to the physical environ-

mentwhen a loss of confinement of these energies occur.97 These haz-

ardsmaymaterialize into physical harm to people (eg, fatalities, severe

injuries), asset damage (eg, collisions, fires, explosions), or impacts to

the natural environment (eg, pollution, biodiversity loss, and ecosys-

tem degradation).19 All these safety-related impacts are the subject of

study of safety analysis, while other types of losses (eg, financial losses,

reputation losses) may also result from these incidents. Loss of con-

trol of vehicles or mobile machinery, plant explosions, fires, and toxic
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releases are some hazardous events arising from the physical layer

with the potential to cause physical harm to the physical environment.

4.2.8 Cyber environment

In contrast to the physical environment, the cyber environment is the

set of external infrastructures and services interacting with the CPS

in functional terms through digital information flows. This domainmay

include a wide range of information and communication services.

A first example is the case of external communication networks,

that is, communication systems not controlled by the CPS operators.

The cyber and cyber-physical layers of the CPS may operate using cel-

lular communications provided by external vendors, while also these

layers can be connected to the internet via internet service providers

to exchange relevant information with other systems.

A second example is the case of external control centers, that is,

supervisory control functions performed by external service suppliers.

Similarly, a combination of internal and external supervisory control

systemsmay be present in the supervisory control architecture.

Finally, a third example is the case external computer servers,

namely cloud or fog platforms connected to the CPS. In these cases,

some information processing functions may be executed by HW

and SW components outside the domain of control of the CPS

stakeholders.

Specifically, the architecture of the system could include cyber-

physical processes to be executed by fog platforms, providing higher

computing power and real-time control functions at affordable costs.

Similarly, cloud platforms could provide user-friendly interfaces and

computer power to process and display monitoring data. The main dif-

ference between a fog platform and a cloud platform resides on the

capacity of the fog to provide real-time response to control the phys-

ical system. This real-time response is accomplished by allocating the

computing resources at the edge of the physical processes (also known

as edge computing35), thus reducing the processing latency and allow-

ing real-time responses. For this reason, fog platforms could be imple-

mented as external infrastructures assisting the cyber-physical pro-

cesses of the CPS, while cloud platforms are only recommended to

assist cyber processes at higher-levels of supervision andmonitoring.

In all these three examples, the CPS stakeholders are not responsi-

ble for maintaining and assuring the service continuity of these exter-

nal systems.Nevertheless, a safety and security analysis inCPSs should

include the possibility of both unintended and deliberate deviations

in the information flows coming from the cyber environment. These

deviations include, for example, the scenarios of service disruption due

internet disconnection, SW errors in cloud/fog platforms, or packet

losses in communication with the system.

Moreover, the interactions of the CPS with the cyber environment

also allows thepossibility of targeted cyber-attacks to the specific plat-

forms used by the CPS. These cyber-attacks performed by hackers can

disrupt the service availability as Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and

compromise the integrity of the information flows as Man in the Mid-

dle (MITM) attacks, amongothers. If attackers have enough knowledge

of the CPS architecture and protocols, they could use these types of

attacks to penetrate into the cyber-physical layer and provoke damage

all the way through the physical layer of the system and the physical

environment.98

An appropriate protection of CPSs against cyber-attacks from the

cyber environment should include a systematic process of patch man-

agement and periodic maintenance of security measures. The rele-

vance of these processes in security were evident after theWannaCry

ransomware attack in 2017, which exploited a vulnerability in Win-

dows computers thatMicrosoft hadpatched2months before. Because

unpatched systems were vulnerable to WannaCry, the ransomware

encrypted around 300 000 computers in 150 countries and affected

critical organizations such as the National Health Service (NHS) in the

United Kingdom.99

Open communication protocols are increasingly included in CPS

architectures, especially in CPS-IoT applications.100 Despite their

short ranges, wireless communication technologies such as Radio-

frequency identification (RFID) and Near-field communications (NFC)

are not exempt from intentional attacks.37 Similarly, wireless LAN

(WLAN) protocols (such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and others) can contain

vulnerabilities, allowing cyber-attackers to tamper the communica-

tions from remote stations or even use these networks as attack sur-

faces to inject malware into the system.

Unawareormanipulatedoperators could alsobe thegateways lead-

ing to cyber-attacks. Unsafe manipulation of network (eg, plugging

infected drives to aworkstation, clicking phishing attack links) can lead

to the propagation of viruses throughout the cyber layer with poten-

tial repercussions to the cyber-physical layer. As a result, both acciden-

tal and intentional deviations arising fromthe cyber environment could

disrupt the information flowsof theCPSandcascadedownstreamuntil

becoming safety hazards in the energy flows of the physical layer.

4.2.9 External interactions between cyber and physical

environments

For completeness, the CPS master diagram includes the energy and

information flows exchanged between the cyber and physical environ-

ments of the system. These interactions illustrate the dependencies

that could exist among the different environments. While normally

these interactions fall outside the scope of the safety analysis of the

system, some critical CPSs could require a deeper analysis of the envi-

ronmental functions surrounding the system. In this way, the environ-

mental deviations eventually disrupting the system could be traced

back to their external causes, following the causal chains across dif-

ferent systems with several stakeholders involved. These cases could

be relevant in critical infrastructure protection and other CPSs with

regional or national security implications.101,102

5 A DEMONSTRATION OF THE CPS

MASTER DIAGRAM IN THE MARITIME

SECTOR

In this section, we demonstrate an application of the CPS master dia-

gram to represent an ASV. In doing so, we demonstrate the advantages
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F IGURE 6 The Telemetron ASV vessel platform. Courtesy of
Maritime Robotics

of conceptualizing the key features of CPSs and using the CPS master

diagram for system representation. Finally,we introduce the promising

method for comprehensive safety and security risk identification using

the CPSmaster diagram.

In this case, we analyze the Telemetron ASV—Maritime Robotics’

Polar Circle 845 Sport vessel103—a real scale testbed that incor-

porates autopilot mode and a collision avoidance system (COLAV).

Figure 6 illustrates the vessel driving at sea.

5.1 Conceptualizing an autonomous surface vehicle

as a CPS

The Telemetron ASV is equipped with radar sensors and an automatic

identification system (AIS), the latter being the integration of a satellite

navigation systemwith an inertial navigation system. In the ASV archi-

tecture, a programmable controller on-board reads the inputs from

these sensors and processes them according to a control logic, pro-

viding the system with the capability to operate in autopilot mode

while navigating at sea according to a pre-established route. More-

over, a COLAV is able to detect other vessels in the vicinity, modify the

route, and issue the corresponding control commands to avoid collision

according to the international regulations for preventing collisions at

sea (COLREGS).103

In the following paragraphs, we argue that this ASV incorporates

the key features of CPSs described in Section 2.

(1) The real-time feedback control of physical processes through sen-

sors and actuators is fulfilled via the on-board programmable elec-

tronic system. Namely, localization and detection sensors give

inputs to the programmable controller on-board. In turn, the con-

troller issues commands to the steering and propulsion actuators

to drive the vessel in autopilot mode. These actions influence the

states of theASVand the environment, including themaneuvers of

surrounding vessels. Finally, sensors detect the new states of the

system and the environment, closing the feedback control loops in

real-timewhile driving.

(2) The cooperative control among networked subsystems consists

of the trading control capabilities of the system to change from

autonomous tomanual mode. Operators can obtain this control in

two ways, according to the system architecture. In the first mode,

on-board operators can use a switch to take over physical control

of the steering wheel and the electromechanical propulsion sys-

tem (human control at physical layer). In the second mode, human

supervisors using HMIs wired to the controller can use a button

in the screen to take control over the vessel and assign steering

angles and propulsion speed (human control at cyber layer).More-

over, humans in a remote control workstation could also take con-

trol over the vessel as described in the second mode, but in this

case transmit the information throughwireless communications.

(3) The threshold of automation level where computers close the

feedback control loops in (semi)automated tasks (level 6 or

higher in Table 1) is also present. The ASV can navigate at sea in

autopilot mode and react to obstacles in the environment through

the COLAV system. From a sector-based criteria of autonomy

levels (AL),73 we categorize this system as AL4: human on the

loop-operator/supervisory. At this level, “decisions and actions are

performed autonomously with human supervision. High impact

decisions are implemented in a way to give human operators the

opportunity to intercede and over-ride them.”

Consequently, in Figure 7, we represent the ASV as a CPS using the

CPS master diagram presented in Section 4. This diagrammatic multi-

layered representation identifies the information andenergy flows and

their feedback loop interactions. The CPS master diagram also identi-

fies the potentially hazardous energy flows at the interface between

the physical layer and the physical environment, describing uncon-

trolled flows of kinetic energy that could result in collisions.

Finally, industrial recommended practices such as DNVGL-RP-

049663 stress the potential of cyber-attacks to penetrate the marine

vessels, disrupting the operational technology (OT) of the system, and

reachingphysical consequences. Therefore,we locatepotential attack-

ers at physical environment (saboteur) as well as the cyber environ-

ment (hacker). In Appendix A, we provide an expanded version of the

CPS master diagram of the ASV, illustrating the specific technologies

inside each component block and a selection of types of attacks poten-

tially disrupting the system at different layers.

5.2 A concept for combined safety and security risk

analysis: Avoiding physical harm

Using the CPSmaster diagramdefined in this paper as a framework for

risk analysis, practitioners from multiple disciplines can apply existing

or new risk identification techniques to analyze different CPS applica-

tions. As an alternative, in furtherworkwe aim at providing a risk iden-

tificationmethod for CPSs, conceptualizing the deviation of cyber pro-

cesses asUncontrolledFlowsof Information (UFoI). Thesedeviations—

ranging from unintended incidents to deliberate attacks—are sources

of risk to the system at the cyber and cyber-physical layers.

The conceptofUFoI refines theUncontrolledFlowofEnergy (UFoE)

model proposed in97 to the field of CPS, considering that cyber, cyber-

physical, and physical processes are interdependent and interact with

their environments. Therefore, we could model the dependencies
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F IGURE 7 CPSmaster diagram as system representation of autonomous surface vehicle (ASV)

between safety and security sources of risk leading to physical harm

as the cascade of UFoI into UFoE, that is, as Uncontrolled Flows of

Information and Energy (UFoI-E).104 This concept of UFoI-E is com-

patible with the notion of security for safety,68 where the focus is to

enhance safety risk analysis considering the evolving types of physical

and cyber-attacks that could lead to physical harm in CPSs.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper conceptualized CPSs as engineered systems that inte-

grate information technologies, real-time control subsystems, physi-

cal components, and human operators to influence physical processes

by means of cooperative and (semi)automated control functions. We

identified the key features of CPSs as (1) real-time feedback con-

trol of physical processes through sensors and actuators; (2) coop-

erative control among networked subsystems; and (3) a threshold of

automation level where computers close the feedback control loops

in (semi)automated tasks, possibly allowing human control in certain

cases.

Furthermore, we identified a threshold of automation and its impli-

cations for the role of humans in CPSs. This explicit relationship

between a threshold of automation and CPSs served two relevant pur-

poses. On the one hand, as widely agreed in the CPSs community, we

delimited the scope of the CPSs field to the control systems where

computers close feedback control loops automatically and in real-time.

On the other hand, we analyzed CPSs beyond the automated subsys-

tem using a systems engineering perspective, examining the complex

interactions between humans in the loop and higher levels of automa-

tion.

Finally, we integrated the previous discussions and applied systems

thinking to introduce the CPS master diagram, a multi-layered dia-

grammatic representation of CPSs useful to perform risk analysis to

a wide range of system applications. The CPS master diagram classi-

fied physical, cyber-physical, and physical processes according to the

concept of information and energy flows, assisting stakeholders and

risk analysts from multiple disciplines in the comprehension of CPSs

with their related safety and security considerations to prevent physi-

cal harm. We demonstrated the suitability of the CPS master diagram

to represent an ASV and to serve as a framework to perform a safety

and security risk analysis. In further work, we will integrate the CPS

master diagram with the UFoI-E concept, generating a method to per-

form a combined safety and security risk analysis and support respon-

sible innovation in CPS applications.
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APPENDIX A: Detai led CPS master diagram of autonomous surface vehicle, highl ighting hazardous energy flows and

a selection of types of attacks
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